Abstract: Gluing two manifolds M 1 and M 2 with a common boundary S yields a closed manifold M . Extending to formal linear combinations x = Σa i M i yields a sesquilinear pairing p = , with values in (formal linear combinations of) closed manifolds. Topological quantum field theory (TQFT) represents this universal pairing p onto a finite dimensional quotient pairing q with values in C which in physically motivated cases is positive definite. To see if such a "unitary" TQFT can potentially detect any nontrivial x, we ask if x, x = 0 whenever x = 0. If this is the case, we call the pairing p positive. The question arises for each dimension d = 0, 1, 2, . . .. We find p(d) positive for d = 0, 1, and 2 and not positive for d = 4. We conjecture that p(3) is also positive. Similar questions may be phrased for (manifold, submanifold) pairs and manifolds with other additional structure. The our results in dimension 4 imply that unitary TQFTs cannot distinguish homotopy equivalent simply connected 4-manifolds, not can they distinguish smoothly s-cobordant 4-mainfolds. This may illuminate the difficulties that have been met by several authors in their attempts to formulate unitary TQFTs for d = 3 + 1.
Introduction
We begin by establishing notation. We will work with oriented, compact, possibly disconnected, smooth manifolds, although some comments will also be made concerning the unoriented case. The choice of smooth category might be essential: Our vector x is constructed from a counterexample to the s-cobordism theorem, which is still open in the topological category.
Let S be a d − 1 dimensional manifold and let M S be the C−vector space of (finite) formal combinations of manifolds M i with ∂M i = S, so x = Σ 
which is linear in the first entry and conjugate linear in the second. The map from M S × M S to M S × M S which intertwines between the pairings is just the conjugate linear extension of orientation reversal on the second factor. We need to be perfectly clear about when two boundary manifolds M i and M j are considered the same element of M S . A basis element M i of M S is a manifold M i together with a diffeomorphism f i of ∂M i to S. We say (M i , f i ) and (M j , f j ) are equivalent if there is a diffeomorphism φ : M i −→ M j such that:
With this definition, we have examples where the manifolds M i , M j are the same, but attached differently to the boundary and hence not equivalent. Perhaps the simplest of these is shown in Figure 1 , where the manifolds both consist of two line segments, attached to the four boundary points in different ways. Less trivially, a surface bounds infinitely many distinct handle bodies parameterized by the cosets: M C g /HC g ; the genus = g mapping class group modulo the subgroup which extends over a fixed handlebody.
+ -+ - Occasionally we consider simply the set of bounded manifolds up to equivalence (i.e. the basis vectors of M S ) and denote this set byṀ S . We reserve the dot to mean "unlinearize".
Our definitions easily extend to (manifold, submanifold) pairs (if K ⊂ M is a submanifold we always assume ∂K ⊂ ∂M ). Let M d,k be the space of formal combinations of (d-manifold, (S,L) to be formal combinations of bounding (d-manifold, k-submanifold) pairs with an equivalence relation analogous to (3) and a sesquilinear pairing:
by a formula like (2).
A variant on gluing pairs is to require the outer manifolds to be as simple as possible, spheres and disks. This gives sesquilinear "tangle pairings":
For all the sesquilinear pairings above we may ask if they are positive, that is, whether x, x = 0 implies x = 0. The motivation is to understand how much of manifold topology can potentially be detected by unitary topological quantum field theories (UTQFTs. See [A] for a definition). To touch on only the most elementary aspect of this structure, a UTQFT should assign a scalar to a closed d-manifold and a finite dimensional Hilbert space V S to each (d − 1)-manifold S. For X with ∂X = S, a vector X ∈ V S is assigned and if X ′ also satisfies ∂X ′ = S then X, X ′ must equal the closed manifold invariant of XX ′ := X ∪ S X ′ . Clearly if one of our pairings is not formally positive, there will be an x = Σa i X i = 0 for which x, x = 0, and no unitary TQFT will be able to distinguish the combination x from zero. This question is (roughly) in the same spirit as asking if the Jones polynomial detects all knots. To make the connection to TQFTs more exact one might choose to enhance our manifolds with framings, spin structure, p 1 -structures, etc. . ., the necessary input for certain TQFTs. But the investigation is at such a preliminary stage that this level of detail is not yet warranted. Also, one may note that the invariants for closed manifolds often depend only weakly on the extra structures in the definition of TQFTs, so our results for closed manifolds may already be useful in such cases. With the definition complete, let us do what is easy.
Lowest Dimensions
Theorem 2.1. The following pairings are positive: 
Proof: The hypothesis of the lemma implies that the terms of maximal complixity in the righthand side of Equation 2 all lie on the diagonal. Since all coefficients on the diagonal are positive, there can be no cancellation among these terms.
Proof of Theorem 2.1: By the previous Lemma, it suffices in each case to define an appropriate complexity function C.
We ignore L d,k , since these cases are implied by the Next consider
where Y is the disjoint union of j circles. Let M ∈Ṁ 2 (i.e. M is a closed oriented 2-manifold). Let n be the number of connected components of M , let χ be the Euler characteristic of M , and let χ 1 , . . . , χ n be the Euler characteristics of the components of M , listed in increasing order. Define the complexity of M to be the lexicographic tuple
The smallest integer that can appear in the tuple is −2 so we formally pad tuples by adding a list of −3's at the end so that tuples of different lengths can be compared. Now let M, N ∈Ṁ 2 Y and assume M = N . For simplicity, assume that neither M nor N contain any closed components. M determines a partition of the components of Y : two components of Y are in the same part of the partition if they and connected by a component of M . In the same way N also determines a partition of the components of Y . If these two partions differ then M ∪ N has fewer components than at least one of M ∪ M and N ∪ N , so the hypothesis of the lemma is satisfied. We assume from now on that the partitions associated to M and N are the same. If The remaining cases of Theorem 2.1 are proved similarly. The most complicated case is M 2,1 .
where C is as above for plain 1-and 2-manifolds. 
Remark 2.4. Because the Turaev-Viro TQFTs do not require orientations it is reasonable to also investigate the universal pairings in the context of unoriented manifolds. In this context, define
Σ i a i M i , Σ j b j N j = Σ i,j a i b j M i N j .
Three dimensional pairings.
This might be the most interesting case and we hope it will be the subject of future research. We establish positivity only in a few rather easy cases where all the work is contained in old theorems. Proof: The essential ingredient in both arguments is the existence and uniqueness of prime decompositions of 3-manifolds [M] and knots [S] . Using this, both cases reduce to the following lemma:
Lemma 3.2. Consider the polynomial rings C[p i . . . p n ] on indeterminates p 1 , . . . , p n and with a fixed antilinear involution − which sends indeterminates to indeterminates. The natural sesquilinear pairing on these rings,
is formally positive.
Proof:
We define the complexity of a monomial as some kind of list of prime powers it contains. If two distinct primes are related by involution we form a lexicographic pair: (sum of the two exponents, the smaller of the two exponents). For primes paired with themselves the pair is simply (exponent, zero). Note that the latter case will arise in the proof of theorem 3.1, since some prime knots (3-manifolds) are diffeomorphic to their arrow reversed (orientation reversed) mirror image. Now list the pairs in order (padded by (0, 0)'s) and use this list of pairs to lexicographically order monomials. Suppose
. This is easily checked. We make one further observation: 
4-manifold pairings
For a variety of 3-manifolds S, we can exhibit vectors
In all cases the difference between M and M ′ is a matter of differentiable structure on an underlying Poincaré pair (or, when π 1 (M ) = {e}, an underlying topological manifold). In one example of such an x, which has its roots in [Ak, AkK1] , M and M ′ are both copies of the "Mazur manifold" and S = ∂M , but M is attached by the "identity" and M ′ is attached by a diffeomorphism θ of the boundary which does not extend to a diffeomorphism of the interior (but does extend as a homeomorphism). According to the definition in equation (3), M and M ′ are distinct, so x = 0. In [AkK1] Akbulut and Kirby showed, by direct handle manipulation, that doubling Mazur's contractible manifold (via the identity on its integral homology sphere boundary) yields the smooth 4-sphere, M M ∼ = S 4 and remarkably, the θ-twisted double is also diffeomorphic to the 4-sphere,
In [F] , one of us showed that M and M ′ constituted the same topological manifold structure on the Poincaré pair. Then, with the introduction of gauge theory in topology, it became possible to distinguish M and M ′ as smooth structures. Akbulut [Ak] did this by showing that the Kummer surface K and one of its logarithmic transforms K ′ , although distinguished by Donaldson invariants, differed on a combinatorial level only by cutting out an embedded M and regluing it via θ. This shows that M = M ′ ∈ M 4 S . In fact, if C is the closed component C = K \ M , we may write
The pair of manifolds K, K ′ is but one of the many examples of pairs of (smoothly) h-cobordant but non-diffeomorphic manifolds.
Later, a comprehensive analysis of 1-connected h-cobordisms extended Akbulut's result (see [CFHS, Ma, K1] ). The following picture of the general 1-connected 5-dimensional h-cobordism (W ; P, Q) emerges. First, handles of indices 0, 1, 4 and 5 are cancelled. Let L ⊂ W be the middle level between the 2-handles and 3-handles. In L lie the ascending 2-spheres A of the 2-handles and the descending 2-spheres D of the 3-handles. It is possible to engulf A ∪ D in a 4-manifold N ⊂ L, where N is homotopy equivalent to a wedge of 2-spheres. The gradient lines through N define a sub-h-cobordism (X; M, M ′ ) ⊂ (W ; P, Q). Combinatorially, X is obtained from N × [−1, 1] by attaching 3-handles to D × {1} and (up-side down) 3-handles to A × {−1}, so M = N/A and M ′ = N/D, where / represents "surgery". (M and M ′ no longer denote the Mazur manifold, being instead generalizations.) The gradient lines constitue a product structure on the complementary h-cobordism (W \ X; P \ M , Q \ M ′ ), so (X; M, M ′ ) is the "interesting" part. By choosing N with care, the following conditions can be achieved
3. There is a diffeomorphismθ : M → M ′ , so thatθ| ∂M composed with the gradient flow identification
Some of this information is summarized in Figure 2 . Of the points mentioned above, the only one not fully developed in the cited literature is point 2. To explain this point, we must recall that N is built from a neighbourhood N 0 = n(A ∪ D) of the ascending and descending spheres arranged (with additional intersection points if necessary) so that π 1 (L \ N 0 ) is trivial. A model picture of N 0 is shown schematically in Figure 3 . A more detailed representation, using the Kirby calculus notation (see [Ak, K] ) is given in Figure 4 . More complicated configurations of A ∪ D require no new ideas, only more notation, so we will treat the model case. Fix a handle decomposition H (without 0-handles) of (L \ N 0 , ∂N 0 ). Form N 1 := N 0 ∩ {all 1−handles of H} then N = N 1 ∪ (certain 2−handles). The 2-handles are made by stabilizing H with (2, 3)-handle pairs and passing the new 2-handles over suitable combinations of 2-handles of H. Since π 1 (L \ N 0 ) is trivial, we have complete freedom in choosing the relations that these new 2-handles determine. We will describe the relations that we introduce shortly. Let M 0 indicates that the surgery has converted the 2-handle into a 1-handle (see Figure 5) . We proceed similarly for
, it is sufficient to show that M × I ∼ = B 5 , the 5-ball. But M has just been described as a 1, 2-handle body, so M × I is also a 1, 2-handle body and in dimensions d ≥ 5, only the group theoretic presentation ρ is relevant in determining if the handle body is a ball: M ×I is a ball, B 5 , if ρ is "deformable" to, or "Andrews-Curtis related" to, the empty presentation. The presentation ρ that we may read off from Figure 5 has generators a, s, t, u 1 , . . . , u n and so far only one relation: t −1 ata −1 s −1 as. This length 7 relation may not look like a promising start for an a standard presentation of the trivial group, but we can begin by choosing two new 2-handles representing t and s, which collapse the relation to a. From here, simply choose 2-handles representing length 1 relations u 1 , . . . , u n . In this way, N is built from N 1 so that both M × I ∼ = B 5 and M ′ × I ∼ = B 5 . For the construction of the involution θ, see lemma 2 in [Ma] . The statement that X ∼ = B 5 in point 1 above can be extracted from our proof of theorem 4.2 in the case k = 0.
We can now prove Proof: It is well known that smooth homotopy equivalent 4-manifolds P and Q are smoothly hcobordant. In the preceding notation write P = C ∪ S M and Q = C ∪ S M ′ , where S = ∂M . Let Z be a UTQFT and let V (S) be the Hilbert space assigned to S by Z, so
We may extend this result to the non-simply connected setting Theorem 4.2. UTQFTs cannot distinguish smoothly s-cobordant 4-manifolds.
Remark:
The proof is a mild generalization of the preceding middle level analysis. It should be noted that the 3-manifolds whose Hilbert spaces we must now consider are no longer homology 3-spheres, but instead admit maps to ∨ 
Proof of theorem 4.2 (sketch):
We assume our manifolds are oriented. Again, let (W ; P, Q) be the s-cobordism with 0, 1, 4 and 5-handles eliminated. Let L, again, be the middle level. Find ascending spheres A and descending spheres D for a handle structure exhibiting triviality in the Whitehead group, and so that
(This may require "finger moves" between the original A and D.) Our goal is to engulf A ∪ D in N ⊂ L so that there is a corresponding sub-s-cobordism (X; M, M ′ ) so that the complement has the gradient product structure and
By choosing ∆ symmetrically below we may also arrange that M ∼ = M ′ and that the corresponding θ : ∂M → ∂M is an involution, but these statements are irrelevant to the conclusions on UTQFTs.
Since we are trying to build an N with π 1 (N ) a large free group, rather than a trivial group, we will not have to be as careful in enlarging A ∪ D to N as before. Let ∆ be a union of immersed Whitney disks for A∩D which pair "excess" double points (see Figure 6 ). Set N = n(A∪D∪∆).
) ,
A and D 3 D are the 3-disks descending from A and ascending from D, so X manifestly collapses to a wedge of circles. Thus,
The final point is that
As before, this reduces to seeing a 1-handle presentation for M (M ′ ) and verifying that that presentation deforms to the standard presentation of the k-generator free group. The model diagram for M is given in Figure 7 figure) arises from the attachment of ∆. The boundary of the 2-handle core D reads "a", so the presentation is a standard one for the free group: {a, x, y : a}. To see this presentation, find disjoint surfacesā,x andȳ for a, x, y such that D ∩ (ā ∪x ∪ȳ) is just one point lying onā. The general case is similar.
Problems
Problem 1a: Given x ∈ M d S with x, x = 0, is it possible to construct a UTQFT which assigns to x a nonzero vectorx ∈ V S ? Problem 1b: Similarly, given x ∈ M d S such that all d-dimensional UTQFTs assign the zero vector to x, does it follow that x, x = 0? Problem 2: Is there a 3-manifold S and a nonzero vector x ∈ M 4 S such that x, y = 0 for all y ∈ M 4 S ? A positive answer to this question would give an example of a combination of 4-manifolds that will be sent to 0 in any TQFT with a non singular quadratic form, not just in unitary TQFTs. (In a UTQFT Z, Z(x), Z(x) = 0 implies that Z(x), Z(y) = 0 for all y.) Problem 7: Consider coefficients other than C. This is almost certainly of interest, because there exist classes of TQFTs whose invariants take values in rings other than C. Clearly the pairings will never be positive in any dimension for coefficient rings with elements x with satisfy xx = 0, but nevertheless, even for such rings, a characterisation of the nullity may be interesting. For example, in the ring (Z/7Z)[ω] with ω = e 2πi/7 and the involution given by extension of1 = 1 andω = ω −1 , there are elements a for which aā = 0, but using the Milnor sphere of order 7, one can construct more interesting examples x ∈ M S 6 [(Z/7Z) [ω] ] which have x, x = 0 ∈ M[(Z/7Z) [ω] ], such as x = 6 i=0 ω i (B 6 , θ i ), where θ is the "clutching map" for the Milnor sphere.
